
Hazard Impact Factsheet: Flash Floods

Definition
Flash floods are short-term events, usually caused
by rain falling too fast for the ground to cope or
drain it away fast enough. Built-up urban areas
can experience flash flooding due to the high
quantities of hard surfaces, like concrete, that stop
the water from draining into the ground. Flash
flooding is also common in areas where rivers are
narrow and deep, therefore flow quickly, with high
levels of rain causing the water levels to rise above the banks of the river. They
usually occur within 2 hours of very intense rainfall and within 6 hours of other
causes like levee and dam failures.

What you will most likely find on arrival
The water is most likely to be strong and fast
flowing causing risk to those trying to get to
safety from being swept away. Roads can
easily become like rivers, flooding buildings
and carrying cars away in the flow of water.
According to the American National Weather
Service, almost half of all flash flood fatalities
occur in vehicles as people do not realise only
two feet of water is needed to carry away
most cars. In areas surrounded by hills and

steep terrain the high levels of water can weaken the soil causing land/mud slides
which will add to the level of destruction. The flood waters will have mixed with all
types of soils, debris and more, so will not be safe water. Additionally, sewers and
drainage systems can be destroyed or compromised causing hazardous materials to
be washed out onto streets and into homes etc. People will most likely be trapped in
their homes or have managed to escape to higher ground but often at short notice
with little in the way of belongings.

Impact/ Likely 
Devastation

Effect for aid work

Death toll can be 
high
- lack of warning or
if people cannot 
get to higher 
ground

- High death rates from drowning and from the force of the 
water sweeping them away

- Could lead to bodies floating in the water these will need 
to be recovered for identification and otherwise diseases 
could spread. WASH, Health

- Death of trained personal and local counter parts could 
make co-ordinating with local administrations etc difficult. 

Damage to 
buildings and 
structure

- Strength of the flow of water will cause damage to 
buildings in addition to the water damage that will be 
sustained. 

- Many displaced people who may have left without 
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personal possessions to get to higher ground. Shelter
- Stranded population will most likely have little in the way 

of food and fresh water. Food
- After the flash flood people may not be able to return 

home due to damage or aspects like damp and rot that 
can cause health issues. Shelter, Health

Flood Waters - Search and rescue teams will be needed to rescue 
stranded populations on higher ground and those stuck in
house etc. surrounded by the flood.

- Any fresh water that comes in contact with the flood water
will become contaminated. Safe drinking water will need 
to be provided or education/instructions on how to make 
water safe. Also contaminated water can lead to water 
borne diseases and infections. WASH, Health

- Sewage and drainage can also be damaged causing 
hazardous material to be washed out onto streets etc. 
WASH, Health

- Some logistical issues to certain areas as roads etc. may 
be severely damaged or flooded. (may need repair 
projects) Food, Shelter, Health, WASH

- Be careful when operating near/around the flood water as
this is often strong, fast flowing and can carry away 
vehicles!

Debris and mud 
- will need a huge 
clean up task

- The flood water will most likely have mixed with mud, silt, 
etc. along with debris from the damage it has caused. 
This will need a clean-up operation and may increase 
damage to buildings. Shelter

- The effects of having flooding then swamped under mud 
may cause a loss of agricultural produce. Food 

Additional 
challenges

- Landslides can add to damage, contamination and death 
toll.

- Power shortages – be careful around power sources and 
water 

Famous Example
Uttarakhand, North India Flood June 2013
Rains were heavier than usual during the 2013
monsoon season, triggering flash floods and
landslides. The worst affected area was around the
holy town of Kedarnath which had many Hindu
pilgrims visiting the shrines. Thousands of pilgrims
were stranded without food and water due to roads
caving in and bridges collapsing. Officials stated that
over 33,000 were rescued within the first few days
but around 50,000 were still to be rescued making it
a significant rescue mission. Over 5,000 missing
people were later declared dead by the government and around 4,200 villages were
affected in total. Bodies were recovered from the River Ganges in towns
downstream. While buildings were destroyed, severely damaged or covered in mud
and slush, and infrastructure experience extensive damage.
End Note: Factsheets for other Flood types and Landslides may also be of use.
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